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their static semblance limits their applicability to real world issues in trade. By observation trade patterns do
change and though the four static theorems could be used to explain why changes in trade patterns occur, this
is not to a satisfactory degree. Natural resources introduce a dynamic perspective that helps to bridge this gap.
Furthermore, natural resources are in their own right a significant component of trade.
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THE GENERAUZED H-O MODELWITHDIFFERENT
NATURAL RESOURCE EVTENSITIES
By Edward Osei and Harvey Lapan
The Generalized H-0 model ofKemp andLong (1984) providesa usefiilframework for the analysis of
production and trade patterns. The present paper extends this framework to allow diflFerences in
natural resource intensities. The resulting model ofifers an elaborate explanation of production and
trade patterns as well as the possible paths of factor prices over time. Furthermore, when the
intermediate goods are perfectsubstitutes, an outputpriceincrease willresult in a lower output level of
the good whose price rose as well as that ofthe other, eventhough the cumulative output ofthe former
would rise.
1. INTRODUCTION
Theincorporation of natural resources into trademodels offers a significant advancement in the
understanding oftrade patterns. Before the inception of natural resource-trade models explanations of
trade patterns relied heavily on the fourfold theorems of Rybczynski, Stolper-Samuelson, Heckscher-
Ohlin and factor price equalization. These theorems continue to play significant roles in international
trade; however, their static semblance limits their applicability to real world issues in trade. By
observation tradepatterns do change and though the four static theorems could be usedto explain why
changes in trade patterns occur, this is not to a satisfactory degree. Natural resources introduce a
dynamic perspective that helps to bridgethisgap. Furthermore, natural resourcesare in their own right
a significantcomponent oftrade.
Some of the early works on natural resource-trade models include Vousden (1974), Long
(1974) and Kemp and Suzuki (1975). Useful reviews are provided in Kemp and Long (1984) and
Withagen (1985). In the Kemp-Long review it was established that in the absence of extraction costs
or resource renewability dynamic versionsofthe four trade theorems could be obtained. Furthermore,
under a suitably restricted class of production functions a competitive economy maintains its
production mix over toe. Three classes of models appeared to be most prominent in their review.
These are the anti H-0 model, the hybrid model and the generalized H-0 model (hereafter GHOM).
In the anti H-O model which is the opposite extreme of the standard H-0 fi^amework, final goods are
produced with two rawmaterials obtained fi"om a natural resource stock. With the hybrid model we
have one primary (Ricardian) input and one natural resource (Hotelling) input. In the GHOM final
goods are produced bytwoRicardian factors and at least oneHotelling factor.
The GHOM allows us to analyze the static and dynamic aspects of trade more fully than does
the hybrid or anti H-0 models. Using this framework Kemp and Long (1984) established dynamic
counterparts of the Rybczynski, Stolper-Samuelson, Heckscher-Ohlin and factor price equalization
theorems. In addition they showed that for a nonrenewable resource stock and in the absence of
extraction costs, a competitive economy either always specializes or produces the same mix of final
goods throughout the time horizon. It is noticeable that in the Kemp-Long (1984) paper the natural
resource intensities across the two final goodswererestricted to be equal. In particular, they assumed
a production function ofthe form:
0) X, =X^{E„L^,K^) =E;Q^{L^,K^r'- j = 1,2.
where Ej and 2/ are respectively, the levels ofthe raw material and intermediate good employed in
the good j and the intermediate good is in turn produced using two Ricardian inputs, say, labor and
capital inputs, Lj and Kj. This assumption of equal natural resource intensity is, however, very
unlikely to hold in practice. The objective of this paper is to allow for different natural resource
intensities in the GHOM and characterize the patterns of production and factor prices while
a
maintaining nonrenewability and zero marginal costs of extraction. We show that a competitive
economy no longer maintmns its production mix in general. Rather the potential for production
patterns to change over time does exist. We characterize the conditions under which various patterns
of production will occur and also provide some numerical simulations to illustrate our findings.
Furthermore, we also provide a characterization of factor price patterns over time under altemative
assumptions offactor intensity. The results ofthis paper offer a significant contribution to explaining
the changing patternsoftrade invarious countries.
We have chosen, throughout this paper to use a dual approach for our analysis. To facilitate
comparison, we will present first a brief summary of the dual approach to the Kemp-Longmodel. We
will then relax the assumption of equal resource intensities in the following sections and derive patterns
ofproduction and factor prices.
2. THE GHOMWITH EQUAL NATURAL RESOURCE INTENSITIES
In the Kemp-Long model, two final goods , j = 1,2, are each produced with a natural
resource input orraw material, Ej and m intermediate good Qj. The intermediate good Qj isin turn
produced with two primary factors which we will refer to as labor Lj and capital Kj. Final good
production uses the Cobb-Douglas structure so that eachgood is equally intensive in
the natural resource input. Though Kemp-Long did not impose structure on the production of the
intermediate good, we assume this to be of Cobb-Douglas form as well for simplicity of analysis, so
that
(2) / =1,2
Each production fiinction thusexhibits strict quasi-concavity and constant returns to scale. Weassume
flirther that there is no capital investment and that the natural resource stock is exhaustible.
Competitive market conditions prevail, as also assumed in the standard H-0 model. Furthermore it is
assumed for most ofthe paper that final good prices are exogenously given and constant. We relax this
assumption in a later section by considering the impact ofa one time permanent price increase. The
case of time contingent prices has been investigated elsewhere by Kemp and Long (1982) in the
fi'amework of the hybrid model. Perfect borrowing and lending conditions prevail in international
capital markets. Finally, the H-0 assumption of identical preferences within a country and across
countries is maintained.
It may beuseful to envision the optimization problem feeing a typical country in three phases.
First there is static optimization over the labor and capital inputs to produce the intermediate goods.
Then there isstatic optimization over the natural resource input, £, at agiven point in time to produce
the two final goods. Finally we have dynamic optimization to choose the optimal path of natural
resource extraction, in other words, the time profile of E{{) that maximizes the discounted present
value ofincome.
We begin with intermediate good production. Let W and R be the respective wage and
capital rental rates, and let and bethe surrogate prices of Qj and . The cost function dual to
this production structure has a femiliar form;
(3) TC^ = j=i,2
where Oj =ij
BytheH-O assumption ofperfect competition
(4) j=i,2
with equalitywhen >0j=l,2. Thus as long as both intermediate goods are produced (4) represents
a system oftwo simultaneous equations which can be solved to yield the factor price levels as functions
of the intermediate good prices. Define p= /5,, the ratio of intermediate good prices. Then by
some manipulation ofequation system (4), we can write the wage-rental ratio, mas
(5) =
assuming that both intermediate goods are produced.
Thus at the level of intermediate good production the relationship between primary fector
prices and the intermediate good price ratio obeys the Stolper-Samuelson theorem at least in a weak
sense: o) rises (falls) as p riseswhenever > (<)a,. Given a stock oflabor, L and a capital stock,
K the optimal intermediate good levels can be obtained as
(6) a =i?Z,[a,^-(l-a,)®]/[(a,
(7) a = ^[(1 I[(«2 -)S^]
where k = KIL is the capital-labor endowment ratio. Thus given intermediate good prices and the
levels of capital and labor endowments, one can obt^ the levels of production of the intermediate
goods. Furthermore, from the above expressions we can derive the cone ofdiversification in terms of
p. This defines the set ofvalues of p for whichboth goods are produced. We obtain
(8) a > 0, Q2 >
where
(9) p,={a,kl(\-a,)\"-°'{0,ie,),
(10) p^=[a^kl(\-a,)]"-"{eje,)
and it is clear that p^ <p^ whenever A graphical illustration of this is provided inFigure 1.
Wecan write more fiilly thesetofvalues ofp that pertain to various modes ofproduction asfollows:
Q\>^* when p<pi^ '. Only intermediate good 1produced: Region 1
(10 Q\>^> Q2>^ when P^{Pl,Pu)\ Both intermediate goods produced: Region 2
2i = ^2 > 0 when p>p^ : Only intermediate good 2 produced: Region 3
Weobserve that and are functions only of exogenously given constants. Thusthe cone
ofdiversification remains fixed over time. Hence theopportunities for changes inproduction and trade
over time restonthebehavior of over time, which will beknown only after theentire optimization
problem has been solved. This brings us to thesecond phase ofouroptimization problem.
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Figure 1
Intermediategood productionin the GHOM.
a
The final goods inKemp and Long (1984) were written as
Since each input is essential the production rule (11) for intermediate good applies similarly to final
good . Let P. be the price ofgood j and the price ofthe natural resource input. Then the dual
costfiinction for final goodj is
a ci l-or(13) rq =
1-1
where a"(I-a) . Therefore by the assumption ofperfect competition
(14) j=i,2
with equality when Xj>0. Thus ifboth goods are produced, theintermediate good price ratio p can
be expressed in terms of the final good prices and the price of the natural resource. However, given
the Kemp-Long assumptionofequal natural resource intensities, we obtain an even simplerexpression
for p. Wehave p= 1S, ={SJP,) I{S, /P,) =[P, /jiP, /[P, ={P, /P,)""""•
By assumption, final good prices are constant, hence p is constant in the Kemp-Long model.
We have already established that the cone of diversification is fixed over time. Thus, applying the
production rule given above we conclude that no change in production patterns is possible. In
particular, either only one and the same good is produced all the time or both goods are produced all
the time. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The value of p can M within one and only one of the three
regions shown. If at anypoint in timeregion I prevails (p^ , only good 1will be produced andthis
will hold true for all time. Suppose that the prevailing parameters suggest that bothgoodsbe produced
(Region IT). Thenthe theorems pertaining to static production patterns in the static trademodel would
hold here aswell, unaltered. Now, applying Shepherd's lemma to (13) wehave
(15) Oj={\-a)P,X^IS^
and
(16) =aP^XjIP, =oiS.e, /[(l-a)PJ .
8Using the resource constraint one can solve for the total level of resource extraction as a function ofits
price, Pg. After somemanipulations we obtainthis to be
(17) E = aL{k + o)1^3 / [(1 - ]
where y/. - (p2^l P-2y\Pil a constant. It follows by total differentiation that the
rate ofextraction is given by
(18) E = -PJ{\-a)
wherefor anyexpression we adopt throughout thispaperthe notational definitions y=
dt
y=^ - Th® phase ofoptimization involves the choice ofthe optimal time path ofE{t). We solve
the optimal control problem
Region HI
Pu
Region n
Pi
Region I
-• t
Figure 2
Production patterns intheKemp-Long model.
(19) maxj Qx^irrt)Y{E,P,,P^,L,K)dt
E
s.t. N{i) = -E(t), JE{t)dt =N = N{0) > 0
0
where 7(-) is maximized income from the intratemporal optimization, Nit) is the level of the natural
resource stock at time t, and N is the initial value of N. By duality the solution to this dynamic
problemimplies that the net shadow price ofthe resource rises at the rate ofinterest. In the absenceof
extraction coststhe net shadow price is equal to . Thus, simply, we have
(20) P,=r
and hence
(21) E = -r/(l~a)
Thus the rate of naturalresource extraction f^s over timeat the rate r / (1 - a). Thesewere the basic
results of theKemp-Long (1984) model when international borrowing and lending is possible. They
also established dynamic counterparts of the four standard trade theorems," which follow from the
above derivations. We arenowready to provide an extension to thismodel, inwhich wewill allow for
different natural resource intensities while maintaining theassumption ofcostlessness ofextraction.
3. TEIE GHOMWITHDIFFERENT RESOURCE INTENSITIES
The Kemp-Long model provides a very useful framework for the analysis of trade patterns
when natural resources are important. However, to the best ofour knowledge, little has been done to
extend this framework to account for the various scenarios possible in reality. In this section we
provide an extension by considering the case where natural resource intensities differ across the two
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final goods. It is clear that in practice natural resource intensities generally differ across goods. We
shall introduce different natural resource intensities byallowing and a2 to differ so that nowinstead
of(12)we have
(22) =
Note that only final good production is affected in this extension of the GHOM. Thus our cone of
diversification remains the sameas beforeand is thus constant through time. Furthermore, our optimal
control problem takes the same form and since extraction costs are still assumed to be zero, we still
have P,=r
Our dual cost fiinctions now take the form
(23) TC. =
where (j>^ = a^"-'(l- . When both goods are produced, perfectly competitive conditions
implythat price equalsmarginal cost so that we have
(24)
Ourfirst taskwill be to characterize thenature offactor prices overtime.
4. DYNAMICS OF FACTORPRICES
Since the intermediate goods are still produced in the same way as in the Kemp-Long model,
the relation between the wage rental ratio and the intermediate good price ratio is stiU given by (5).
Applying (24) and our definition for p we obtain a new relation between the intermediate good price
ratio and thenatural resource price, namely
(25) P =
11
where ^ =(^3 /»=(«, -«2)/[(^~^i)0~'^2)]-
Thus
(26) p = mr
since J = 0 by the assumption that final good prices are exogenous and constant. Taking total
derivatives of (5) and applying (26)we have
(27) Q)=mrlia^-a^).
Equations (26) and (27) provide thebasis for characterizing thepaths of thefector price ratio and the
intermediate good price ratio over time. We summarize these findings in the following proposition.
Proposition 1:
In the absence of extraction costs, when natural resource intensities differ,
(a) the price of the intermediate good used in the natural resource intensive sector falls over time
relative to thatof theother intermediate good.
(b) the price of the Ricardian input used more intensively in the natural resource intensive sector fells
over time relative to that oftheotherRicardian input.
The proposition is obvious fi'om equations (26) and (27) bearing in mind the variable
definitions. In the Kemp-Long model p and a were constant. That is a special case ofour model
when m is set equal to zero. Amuch stronger result than the above proposition can actually be
established mthe present model, concerning the time profile offactor prices. Solving the above model
for WandKandtakingtotal derivatives wefind that
f (l-cEj)} - {«2(l-^i)/(l-«2)}]''/(^2 -"^i) and
12
R=[{a^a^ f{\-a^)}-{a^a^ I{\-aj)]r I{a^ -a^)
Given theabove expressions we can readily show thatit is possible for the prices of thetwoRicardian
factors to go in opposite directions. Morespecifically, unlike theKemp-Long case where bothfector
prices fell over time (at equal rates), we have the possibility of one factor price rising over time while
the other Ms. To show this, assume without loss of generality that and a^>a^. Thus
A A ^
i? <0<Q) which means that W>R. We want to establish conditions under which the wage rate
would rise. First, define and Then 0 if
«i(l-«2)(l"«2)-Q^2(l-«i)(l-ai)>0 or equivalently if A^(l-fl2)-A„£yj(l-ai)>0. Thus the
wage rate rises over time if ismuch "larger '^ than A^ which is clearly possible. It is important to
note however, that the price of at least one Ricardian factor should fall over time regardless of the
values or the technology parameters, as long as final good prices are constant. This leads us to the
following coroUaiy.
Corollary 1:
When natural resource intensities differ in the GHOM, the possibility exists for the price of one
Ricardian factor to rise over time. This factor price scenario is most likely tooccur when the difference
in natural resource intensities among the two goods is much more pronounced than the difference in
Ricardian fector intensities. However, the price ofat least one Ricardian factor should fall over time
regardless ofthe values ofthe technology parameters.
An extreme example will serve to pro\ade a simple proof ofthis corollary. Suppose that
a,>a2=0;then ^ Furthermore, we know that =P^ and
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Thus since rises over time, it must be true that will fall over time. Hence, from the above, one
of the Ricardian factor prices must fall while the other rises and the fall in the one should more than
ofiFset the rise in the other. Supposefurther that so that the good using the resource input is
more labor intensive. Then R will rise over time while W falls over time at a fester relative rate.
5. THE OPTIMAL RATE OFNATURAL RESOURCE EXTRACTION
The presentmodel also enablesus to draw inferences about the rate of exploitation ofa natural
resource stock when the resulting raw material is used in two industries, one more intensive in its use
of the natural resource than the other. The optimal allocation of the natural resource input between
the two industries is obtained by applying Shepherd's lemma to (23). Then, using our budget
constraint we have
(28) E=a,S,[Q,+SpQ,]/{(l-a,)P,}
where S =
By an envelopetheoremwe know that
(29)
dp dp dp
We alsoobtainbytotal differentiation of (24) that
(30) (5//P.) =-[1/(1-a,)]7 =1,2.
Furthermore, let us define
(31) £j=12
' dp '
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the elasticity of thejth intennediate good with respect to the intermediate good price ratio, /?, defined
above. Then using (26), (29) and (30), we obtain upon total differentiation of (28) and further
manipulation
(32) E{t) =-KP^{t)
where
(33) K=-^+- -1
l + Sh «2
and h= . Thus wesee immediately that when natural resource intensities differ, therate ofdecline
ofresource extraction is endogenous, being dependent upon the time profile oftheintermediate goods.
An even more strikmg result appears fi*om this model. Recall that intheKemp-Long model, the rate of
resource extraction declines at the constant rate r I{\~a). Suppose without loss of generality that
a^>a^. It mayseem intuitive that in the present model, the rate of resource extraction would decline
at a rate bounded by the interval {r ! {l~~ a^Xr I{I -a.^)). However, we find that this is not the case.
It isclear that /c>l/(l-a:2) because, by an alternative expression.
1
K = + + 1
m
1 + <S
which is greater than 1/(1-0:2) since by assumption, /« >0. Now, we find also that a* >1/ (1 - a,)
as long as -ofj)>cirj(l-aj). Thus we find an asymmetry, that whereas k is bounded below
by l/[l-min(<2:,,a2)], it could exceed l/[l-max(Q;,,Qr2)]. We summarize these results in the
following proposition.
15
Proposition 2:
When both goods are produced, the rate of natural resource extraction declines at an endogenous rate
over time. Furthermore, whereas this rate ofdecline is bounded below by the rate that would prevail
duringspecialization in the less resource intensive good, it is not bounded above by the rate that would
prevail during specialization in the more resource intensive good.
This proposition suggests the possibility that diversification could lead to a faster rate of
exploitation of the natural resource than specialization in either good. Just as for corollary 1, we can
provide a dual explanation for the above proposition by an example. Note that since £" = .E, + ?we
canwrite E = 7tE^+{\-7r)E2 where ;r = , the share of good 1 in the use ofthe natural resource
oc S Q
mput. Then since E.=—^ ^ ^ fi-om (28) and that P=-r we have
£ = ;r Q^- '
l-ttj
£<-r/[l-inax(orj,a2)]» suppose that a^>a2=0. Then 7V = l so that E^E^=Q^-{r/{l-a^)}.
Furthermore we know that xarj =0 implies that g <0<22- Hence E=E^ <-r/(l-a,) as
required.
An explicit expression for E(t) can be obtained by substituting for Q and ^ (28). Upon
simplification we have
(34) Eit) = {^2^.(0)"' exp(Vi/-0 +//jP,(0)''^ expirj^rt)]
where all the Greek alphabets, and are constants. (The derivation is available upon
request).
+(1-^)
A y
a-^ l~a.
Thus to see the possibility of having
16
6. PRODUCTIONPATTERNS
Our next task is to find out what happens to production patterns in the GHOM with different
natural resourceintensities. We first observe that fi"oni (25) p changes over time. Since the cone of
diversification remains fixed this means that the production mixwould in general change over time.
Thisis in contrastto theKemp-Long resultinwhich the production mixremained the samethroughout
the planning horizon. We illustrate this inFigure3 for the casewhere w > 0. We would now liketo
provide a moreusefiil characterization of production pattems thanjust that they do change over time.
We first note that fi^om our production rule, only good 1 is produced at anytime t if p{t)< , both
areproduced if p{t) ^{p^ypu) and only good 2 if pit) > p^. It turns out that for ourpurposes, it
is more convenient to characterize production pattems in terms of the initial price of the natural
resource stock. Expressing p{t) in terms of /'^ (O) we have/3(/) = •^^(0)" exp(mrr). Suppose for a
moment thatm>0. Then p(t) rises over time. If p(0) < andp(T) > p^ then by continuity of
pit) all three stages occur. In terms ofthe initial price ofthenatural resource
P(0) <Pl => ^.(0) <{Pl ! J)^"" =Pea aiid
PiT) >p^^P^ (0) >(py /[JGxpimrT}])""' =
So all three stages occur if <P^ (0) <P^^. Furthermore define
={Pl /WQxp(mrT)]y'" and
kl/m
17
By similar manipulations we can obtain characterizations of the possible production patterns
based uponthe sign ofm and thevalue of (0) relative to Pg^, Pg^, Pg^^ and PJ^ .
It is clear that PJ <P^ <P! and that PJ <P^ <PJ when m>0. When m<0 we have
Pg^ <PJ^ <Pg^ and Pg^ <PJ^ <Pg^ . After somemanipulations we can characterize all the six production
scenariospossiblein the GHOMwith different naturalresource intensities. We summarize our findings
in the following proposition.
Proposition 3:
Sixpossibleproduction scenariosexist in the GHOMwith different natural resource intensities. These
can be characterizedin terms ofthe mitial price, Pg (0), ofthe natural resource input as follows:
1. Specialization in the more natural resource intensive good. This occurswhen m>0 and ^^(0) <
or m<0 and P^(0) <P^^.
2. A period of specialization in the more natural resource intensive good followed by a period of
diversification when m>0 and PJ^< Pg (0) <inin(P^^ ,PgJ orm<0 and Pg^ <Pg (0) <minC/y^, ).
3. Specialization in the more natural resource intensive good followed by diversification and then
specialization in the other good. This scenario holds when m>0 and P^^ or m<0 and
4. Both goods are produced all the time ifm>0 and <P^(0) <pg^ or m<0 and PJ^ <Pg(0) < .
5. A period of diversification followed by specialization in the less natural resource intensive good.
This holds when m>o and niax(P,^ ,Pe^)< Pe(0) <-^4 or m<0 and niax(iy^. -^4) <Pe(0) <P^y •
18
6. Specialization in the good less intensive in the natural resource. This happens when m>0 and
P,(0) or m < 0 and P^(0) > .
The proofofthe above theoreni is givenin the appendix. For the case /w >0 it is clear that any
changes in production patterns will be toward an increase in the share ofgood 2 in total income. On
the other hand, when m<0 production patterns suggest an increase in the share ofgood 1 over time.
Bearing in mind that >0 means good 1 is more natural resource intensive and vice versa, we can
inferthe foUowmg corollaryfrom the above theorem.
Region in
Region n
Remon I
Figure 3
Production patterns in the GHOM with different resource intensities.
Corollary 2:
Regardless of parameter scenarios, production patterns will entail a decrease in the share in total
income, of the good which is more intensive in the natural resource input, except for the case of
19
complete specialization in one good throughout. Thusif there everwill be specialization in the natural
resourceintensive good, thiswill be the first phaseof production before any of the other good will be
produced. Conversely, if there ever exists the opportunityfor specialization in the good less intensive
in the naturalresourcemput, thiswill happenlast.
The above corollary is very similar to what Kemp andLong (1980) found using the hybrid
model. We can establish fiirther results about the rates of change of the two final goods. The
expressions for the two intermediate goods are given in equations (6) and (7). After various
manipulations we obtaintheir rates of change as follows:
Q - and 02 = where
=
a^a^k+iil-a^Xl-
(«i -^2) a2^-(l-
and =
a^)}0)
(l-Q])® -a^k
Furthermore, we havesimilarly for the two final goods,
-^1 =
a,
l-QTi
r and = y/^m-
a.
l-a-
Let us note first of all that in the Kemp-Long (1984) case, /m = 0 so that
A A
-^1 = -^2 = / (I- a). Thus in their model, the outputs of both goods fall over time at the same
relative rate. In the present model, however, we see that this no longer holds in general. In fact, we
can show that under certain parameter scenarios we would have the output ofone good rising over
time while that ofthe other falls. To see this let us consider the following scenario. Suppose that both
goods are produced. Thus Qi>0 and >0. Suppose fiirther, without loss ofgenerality, that good
1is relatively more natural resource intensive (a, >aj). This scenario ensures us that <0 and that
y/^2 • Thus it is clear that Xj <0, that is, the output ofthe more natural resource intensive good
20
falls over time. Now, to show that the output ofgood 2 could rise over timewe need to show that it is
possible to have This requires that "^2) • Clearly if
tz, -a^ is large enough and in particular, if is close enough to zero, this condition is easily
attainable. Thus by continuity, this example establishes that not onlydo the relative rates of change of
the two goods differ in the presentmodel, but also that as total income f^ls over time, it is possible to
have the output of the natural resource unintensive good actually rising over timewithin the cone of
diversification. Thefollowing corollary summarizes ourfindings.
Corollary 3:
In the GHOM where natural resource intensities are allowed to differ between goods, the outputs of
the two find goods do change over time at different relative rates when both goods are produced.
Furthermore, under certain parameter scenarios, in particular, if the difference in natural resource
intensities between thetwo goods isvery large, the output ofthe more natural resource intensive good
falls over time within the cone ofdiversification while that of the less natural resource intensive good
rises. Given that total income falls over time, the output ofat least one good should fall regardless of
the prevailing parameter scenarios.
The discussions leading to Proposition 3 imply that given (0), theinitial price ofthe natural
resource input, we can infer the,production patterns that are likely to occur. To obtain (0) we need
to solvethe isoperimetric constraint
;.
(36) = N =
21
Substituting for E(t) in (36) andintegrating the expression overthe timehorizon we obtain
(37) N= _exp(,7,rr)] +M<^[1- expC^.rTO]
JJif Vif
It isnotpossible to solve this explicitly for a closed-fomi expression for (0). However, one
can simulate the above expression to obtain the locus of Pg(0) over the parameter space, this being
the only endogenous variable in that equation. The value of (0) for any given parameter realization
can then be used to infer production patterns as indicated above. The results of some simulations
performed using theMicrosoft Excel Visual Basic programming system are reported in Figure 4.
7. SIMULATION RESULTS
InFigure 4 we show the impacts on production patterns, offour parameters: T, the length of
the time horizon, k, the capital-labor stock ratio, r, the market rate ofinterest, and ^, the initial stock
ofthe natural resource. For simplicity ofexposition we plot the times at which changes in production
pattems occur rather than thefive parameters used inProposition 3. Let bethe time atwhich there
is aswitch fi'om specialization in the natural resource intensive good to diversification and t2 the time
at which there is a transition fi-om diversification to specialization in the other good. Then there is
specialization in the natural resource intensive good during the period teiO,ty), diversification during
re(ri,f2),andspecializationinthe other good during fe(i2,r). Define and r2=t2lT.
Then the above partition of the time horizon produces the equivalent intervals (0,ri), (ti,T2) and
(^2,1).
Production pattern simulations over the time horizon
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Figure 4
Production pattem simulations over various parameters.
In all the results shown here, the parameters were chosen such that we have w>0. As such
good 1is the more natural resource intensive good. Furthermore, we have so that the good
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that is natural resource intensive is also capital intensive. For the labor stock, L, we used the 1980US
total employment figure expressed in thousands in the 1992 Statistical Yearbook. With the exception
ofthe simulations performed over the capital-labor stock ratio, the value for the capital stock, AT, was
obtained fi*om the 1991 National Accounts Statistics Yearbook as the 1980 US Total Gross Capital
Formation, expressed in millions of US dollars. For the results shown, we used specific parameter
scenarios that result in easily identifiable production patterns. Other patterns are possiblewith different
parameter specifications.
In the top left panel of the figure, productionpatterns are shown in response to changes in the
length ofthe time horizon. At low values of 7, there is complete specialization in the natural resource
intensive good while at high values of T all three production phases occur given our choice of
parameter levels; that is, there is specialization in the natural resource intensive good followed by
diversification and then specialization in the othergood. However, the latter phase of specialization
appears muchlongerin that panel, than the othertwo phases.
The top right panel depicts theimpact of changes inthecapital-labor stock ratio, k. Based on
our parameter choices, the more natural resource intensive good is also more capital intensive. The
figure shows that at very low levels ofk there is specialization in the labor intensive good while at low
levels ofk all three phases ofproduction occur. The lower left panel ofthe figure shows the impact of
the market rate of interest on production patterns. The parameter specifications used in this chart
suggest specialization in the natural resource intensive good at low interest rates. All three stages of
production patterns occur at high interest rates. The last panel ofFigure 4 depicts the impact ofthe
initial level of the natural resource stock. As expected, this panel shows a progression fi"om
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specialization inthenonresource intensive good when N is small, through various patterns as N gets
bigger, till thepoint of specialization inthenatural resource intensive good when N islarge enough.
8. THE IMPACT OF A PRICE CHANGE
Kemp and Long (1984) investigated the impact of an increase in the price of the natural
resource intensive good ontheoutputs ofthetwo final goods inthecontext ofthehybrid model. They
showed that there is an increase inthe interval of specialization inthe natural resource intensive good
and a decrease in the interval during which the other good is produced. Furthermore there is an
increase inthe cumulative use ofthe natural resource input in the natural resource intensive good and
hence an increase intheoutput of that good while the corresponding output and natural resource use
ofthe other^ood fall. In this section we show that using a restricted form ofthe GHOM that mimics
the hybrid model, their results are upheld. Furthermore, we show that given these specifications,
following the increase in price ofthe natural resource intensive good, the output ofboth goods is lower
ateach point in time even though the cumulative output ofthe natural resource intensive good is higher
while that of the other good is lower. However, the revenue derived fi'om the natural resource
intensive good rises while that fi'om the other good f^s as long as its price remains unchanged. This
result shows that it is not generally true that the output ofagood rises at each point in time following
an increase in its relative price.
To show these results let us start with a suitable restriction ofthe GHOM. Suppose that
a, =^2 so that the two intermediate goods are perfect substitutes. Then ft +62 = =Q
and by Shepard's lemma the natural resource inputs and intermediate good levels are related to final
good output levelsas follows:
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a=(l-a,)^,JSr,(5/P,)-.,and
Since the two intermediategoods are perfect substitutes this model is structurallythe same as
the hybrid model. There will be a period of specialization in the natural resource mtensive good
followed by a period of specialization in the other good. When there is specialization in good 1 the
factor prices are related by and during the other interval of specialization the price
relation is givenby whereS is the priceof the intermediate good. Thus at the point
of transition the prices of the intermediate good and natural resource input are given by
/ vi/f« ^ (P. 1S=PAP^<I), /P,^^2) ' ^ P. =P.{0)e" = ^ n— r where r is the time at which the
t\ iT\ irij e e\ /
switch in production occurs.
Thus when t <t
£ = £, = P^
and for the period t>T we will have
E = E^ = CC2Q
vl-«2Ap'2-r,y
Nowatr,^=f^V'-"' and
1-a,
P2l<f>
. Soas
2/
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^1—£Zj /V Pj /^j y
l/(a,-a,)
and as
f r\\f -D I X
E{t)
1-aJ2/V PJip,
Substituting the expressionfor E{t) in the isoperimetric constraintand simplifying we have
N= E{t)dt =
0
\ r J ypM
U(l-a,)AP,(0)J
PJif,, i-«i - - 0
'^P\^2''
Oj-Oj
(<^2^
\ r J y PM
f <^2Q ^ PJij,, l-a.
Al-cz,))KP,(0) )
-rT
l-a.
. Thus
-iT
I l-agi-«»P^(0)-Ar = 0.
Hence as long as the initial resource stock remains the same, it can be readily shown that
P^ (0)> Pj > 0. Therefore, an increase in P, leads to a proportionately larger increase in P, (0 . Now,
fromthe expressions for (r) and in E^it), we knowthat
sign
I dP, )
-sign
dP,
and sign
dEM)]
dP, J
= -sign
dP,{0)
y dP, J
Thus an increase in P, leads to a decrease in E^ (t) and in E^ (f) overthose domains forwhich each
was positive. Therefore there would bea fall inthe time profiles of X,(r) and X^it). Now since the
resource stock remains constant and E{t) <0 throughout the time horizon, it follows that theperiod of
time during which thenatural resource intensive good is produced is lengthened, that is, ?>0. As a
result, weknow that there is a decrease in £5 (r), the cumulative use ofthe natural resource input in
the second industry and hence a decrease also in X2(1), the cumulative output of that industry.
This also means that even though there isa fall in the time profile of E^ (t), the increase in r more than
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compensates for this. In particular, the increase in results in a higher level of (r), andhence in
^X, (/), the cumulative levels of natural resource input use and output of the natural resource
intensive industiy.
Finally, we would like to know what happens to the revenues of the two sectors. If
remains unchanged, it is clear that the rise in P, leads to a lower level of revenue for the natural
resourceunintensive industry at each point m time and also m a cumulative sense. Furthermore, the
cumulative revenue for the natural resource intensive industry, \IPiX^ (/), is higher. What is not as
obvious iswhat happens to thetime profile ofrevenues in the natural resource intensive industiy, that
is, whether P,Xi(r) is higher or lower at each point in time. However, substituting for wehave
\ «!
thatasr^r P^X^it)^ 0-Pi"'Thus by continuity, the time profile
^\—ct\J I- J
of P^X^{t) is increasing in P,. Hence, the lower level of X^{t) at each point in time is more than
ofifeet by the increase in P^; there is a higher revenue fi'om the natural resource intensive industry at
each point in time.
Apolar opposite model can be analyzed in which, say, a^=\ and c/j =0• In that case itcan be
shown that as long as both goods are produced all the time, an increase in P^, the price ofthe natural
resource intensive good leads to an increase in £,(t) and in X^ (t) and correspondingly in P^X^ (t),
while there is adecline in (r) and in X^{t) and correspondingly in P^X^ (t). Furthermore, there is
an increase in the cumulative use ofthe natural resource input in good 1and aresulting increase in the
cumulative output ofthat good while the converse holds for the second industry.
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9. TRADE PATTERNS
The foregoing discourse can be used to infer trade patterns in the GHOMwhich are difficult to
explain in the context of the standard H-0 model. Suppose there exist two countries with identical
preferences and technology as assumed in the standardH-0 model. Let the two countries, home and
foreign, have different factor endowments. Then from the above it is clear that demand ratios in the
two goods would be uniform across the two countries while output ratios X^IX^ would differ in
general.
Specifically supposethat homehas relatively more capital andforeign has relatively more of the
natural resource stock and labor. We knowthat in general, the autarky level of P^(0) will be higher in
home thaninforeign. Suppose fiirther for simplicity that prevailing parameters andfaaor endowments
suggest that m>0, where the superscripts h and f denote home and
foreign respectively. Then home will specialize in and export good 2, the less natural resource
intensive goodwhile foreign will specialize in and export good 1, themore natural resource intensive
good. Thus ifgood 2 is also capital intensive (o,>Oj), the standard H-0 theorem will be supported.
Otherwise it will not, and it is very possible to have (a, <03) along with the above scenario. This
example illustrates how natural resource-trade models can be useful in explaining some of the
production andtradepatterns difficult to justify within the standard H-0 framework.
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10. SUMMARY
In this paper we extended the GHOM ofKemp and Long (1984) to allow for different natural
resource intensities. A dual approach was used which simplified the analysis substantially. The results
indicate that unlike the Kemp-Long case there is no trivial steady state in this model. There are three
potential regions of production. If the initial stage occurs, this will entail specialization in the more
natural resource intensive good. This may be followed by a stage ofvarying shades ofdiversification.
Increasing shares of income will be attributed to the production of the less natural resource intensive
good as the intermediate good price ratio rises through the cone of diversification. The cone of
diversification is fixed through time. A potential final stagewill be characterized by specialization in the
lessnatural resourceintensive good.
The results of this paper may very well explain at least in part, the decline in the share of
agriculture and other primary industries in the gross domestic product ofmost countries. Thoughthis
decline has been attributed to other factors inthegrowth literature, our results arenot dependent upon
the stage of development of a country. We find that, especially for natural resource rich countries, a
decline in the share of natural resource intensive industries in GDP is expected over time as the
resource base of the country declines. A necessary caveat here is that the presence of backstops may
make it hardto verify thisresult empirically.
Given the above results, a capital rich country need not export or even produce the more
capital intensive good ever, or at least not always, nor does a labor rich country, the labor intensive
good. It is useful to emphasize that the three phases of production patterns suggested here are
potential and do not all have to occur. The actual pattem depends on the set ofparameters prevailing
as shown by the results ofthe simulations. These results may help explain the Leontief paradox and
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other puzzling empirical observations about the static trade theorems. If preferences are identical
across countries, as assumed in the H-0 model, then these production patterns also imply trade
patterns.
The impact of an increase in the price of one final good was investigated. If the intermediate
goods are perfect substitutes, it was shown that the increase in the price of the natural resource
intensive good would lead to an increase in the cumulative output of that good and a M in the
cumulative output of the other. Similarly, the price increase would result in an increase in the
cumulative useofthenatural resource input by thenatural resource intensive good and a decline inthe
cumulative natural resource useintheother industry. However, more strikingly, there will bea decline
in thetime profiles ofnatural resource use and ou^ut levels ofboth goods. In particular, thelevel of
output of the good whose price rose will be lower at each point in time following an increase in its
price. However, the interval oftime during which that good isproduced will belonger enough tomore
than compensate for this output decline so that its cumulative output will rise. In a polar extreme
model where one intermediate good uses only labor and the other only capital, the same price increase
will lead to an increase in the time profile and cumulative levels ofoutput and natural resource use for
the natural resource intensive industry while the converse holds for the other good.
Iowa StateUniversity, Ames, Iowa.
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APPENDIX
ProofofProposition 2:
The production patterns possible in the GHOM with different natural resource intensities can be
expressed in terms ofthe initial price ofthe natural resource input. These patterns depend on the value
of ^^(0) relative to BndPJ^ . The definitions ofthese four parameters as defined in the text
are as follows:
Pe, ={Pu /[-/expCOTrJ)])"",
Pe, ={Pl IUexpCmrr)])"" and
We note that by the definitions ofthe aboveexpressions, the following canbe inferred.
(a) P^(0)>P o piT)>pjj when»;>0 and P,(0)>P <:> p(T)<p^ when7M<0.
< < < ^ >
(b) P^{0)>P <=>/3(0)>/?j. when w> 0 and P^(0)>P op{Q)<pr when m<0.
< < < >
(c) op(7)^/7^ when w>0 and P^(0)>P/^ o p{T)<pj^ when7w<0.
(d) <=> p{0)^p^ when w>0and o p{0)<p^ when w<0.
Given these relations wecan establish the possible production scenarios based upon the sign ofmand
the value of P^ (0) relative to ,P^^, p^^ and P^^ . Let us consider the cases m>0 and m<0 in turn:
Aim
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Case A: m>0
When m>0 wehave <inin(Pg^, ), max(P^^> • Furthermore since p =mr we know that
/7(0) < p{J) . Thus the possible production scenarios are as follows:
1. P.(0) <P,^ o p{T) <Pi => p(0) < p{T) <Pj_ -. Region I.
2. P.; < (0) < «. p(0) <Pi <p{T) <p„ :Region I then H.
3- -P.; </'.(0)<P.„ op(0)<pi <p(r) <p„: Region I then n.
4. (0) < <=> p(0) < Pl < Pu < piT) :RegionI thenn thenHI.
5. < P. (0) < <=> Pl < p(0) < p(r) < p„ :RegionH.
6- -P., < < Pe (0) < <=> Pl <P(0)<Pu <p(T) :Region Hthen IH.
"7- •P.„ < -Pe, < -Pe(0) < -P.; Pl< P(0)<Pv <P{'P) -RegionH thenm.
8- -P.;, < P.(0) o p„ < p(0) <p(r): Region ffl.
Scenarios 2 and 3 are identical as well as 6 and 7. Thuswe are left with only six uniqueproduction
scenarios when w > 0.
CaseB: m < 0
When w<0, <min(P^^ > ' ^ey ) < >P(^ - Thus in this case the
possible production scenariosare:
9. (0) < P^^ <=> piT) >Pt; => P(0) >P{T) >Py :Region IE.
10. P^^ < P^ (0) < PJ^ < PJ^ 0P[^< p(T) <Py <p(0) ;Region IIIthen II.
11. <P,(0) < PJ^ <P^^ <^Pl< p(T) <Py <p(0) :Region III then n.
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12. (0)< PJ^ o p{T) <Pl <Pu <p(0) ;Region m then n then I.
13. PJ^ < P^ (0) < PJ^ 0Pz,< p{T) <p(0) <p^ :Region H.
14. < P^^ < P^ (0) < P^^ o pij) <p^< piO) <py :Region n then I.
15. PJ^ < PJ^ <P^ (0) < P^^ <z> p(J) <Pj^< p{0) <p^ :Region Hthen I.
16. P^^ < P^ (0) <=> p{T) < p(0) <p^: Region I.
Scenarios 10 and 11 yieldthe sameproductionpatterns, so do scenarios14 and 15. Thus as in the case
where m>0 we are left with only six unique production scenarios when tw < 0. To complete the
proof it remains to note that the good that is produced in Region I when m>0 is the more natural
resource intensive good, while when w < 0 it is the less natural resource intensive good. Thus the
roles are reversed when the sign of m changes so that the order of production ensures that the
production scenario pairs (1,9), (2,10), (3,11), (4,12), (5,13), (6,14), (7,15) and (8,16) mean the same
if we refer to the goods in terms of their natural resource intensity. Therefore only six production
scenarios remain as outlined inProposition 2.
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